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THE FRENCH NAME FOR GIG ECONOMY :
« UBERIZATION »
• The phenomenon is such that in France, the name of this company has given rise to a
new common name and adjective: "uberization" and “uberized workers”
• “Uberization” (gig economy) : "the questioning of the economic model of a company
or a sector of activity by the arrival of a new player offering the same services at
lower prices, carried out by self-employed people rather than by employees, most
often via internet reservation platforms“ (Petit Larousse Dictionary, since 2017)
• “Uberized workers” : new forms of labour exploitation through work platforms,
taking places outside the status of employment, generating precariousness and
impoverishment

#UBERFILES

THE FRENCH NAME FOR GIG ECONOMY :
« UBERIZATION »
• Work plateforms continue to associate their activities with the imaginary of the
collaborative economy : promise workers freedom, autonomy, and emancipation.
• Those kind of platforms are no longer synonymous with free exchange and sharing.
Rather, the work platforms are “an opportunity, if not a pretext, for transforming
the way a sector of activity operates” (Sarah ABDELNOUR, Dominique MEDA, Les nouveaux
travailleurs des applis, PUF, 2019).
•

French Judge says that the behaviour of these platforms and their practices are
causing a "major disturbance to economic, social and fiscal public order” (T. corr.
Paris, 19 avril 2022, v. GOMES B., « Deliveroo : condamnation d’un travail dissimulé érigé en système
d’organisation », SSL, 23 mai 2022, n° 2001)
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GIG-ECONOMY: A NEED TO CHANGE THE MODEL
Behind the positive representations of the collaborative economy...
Purpose : to break out of the traditional representations of employment
o There is no longer a workplace or even fixed working hours
o Algorithmic Management, i.e. the power of the employer to direct, control and sanction
the activity of workers is translated into computer language and thus automated

o Wording : "collaborators", "active leisure", "paid help", "extra" ,"paid downtime"
G Paris criminal court of April 2022,Deliveroo : the judge mentions a document called "ops vs. legal",

found Deliveroo’s computers. It established lists of words to be proscribed or favoured to avoid legal
reclassification of delivery workers' contracts as employment contracts.

GIG-ECONOMY: A NEED TO CHANGE THE MODEL
… a legal engineering to bypass the employee
o Work platforms constitute "a space for outsourcing workers,
and this is done in particular by relying on the arrangements for easy
access to business creation, such as the autoentrepreneur regime
since 2009” (Sarah ABDELNOUR, Les auto-entrepreneurs, de l’utopie à la réalité, Paris, PUF, 2017)
o “Self-employed" means no access employment status’ protection : dismissal law,
unemployment insurance, employees social security system, regulations on working
hours or minimum wages, paid holidays, low wages (sometimes barely more than €1
per hour)
è means that the most precarious workers have to work non-stop, sometimes 7
days a week, without any guarantee that they will have enough money to eat.
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THE COOPERATIVE AS AN ALTERNATIVE MODEL
The cooperative is a company constituted by several people voluntarily
united in order to satisfy their economic or social needs through their common
effort and the setting up of the necessary means and obeying the following
principles: voluntary membership open to all, democratic governance and
economic participation of the members, each of them having only one vote
in the general assembly (Fiches orientation, Coopérative, Juin 2021, Dalloz)
People choose the cooperative model to favour virtuous practices in terms of
labour law and labour relations

THE COOPERATIVE AS AN ALTERNATIVE MODEL
The risk of cooperatives being sidetracked
Rapport Frouin, purpose : to keep the work platforms outside the scope of labor
law but, in the same time, to grant workers certain protections (J.-Y. FROUIN, J.-B. BARFETY,
Réguler les plateformes numériques de travail, rapport pour le premier ministre, 1er déc. 2020)

o Cooperatives should be used as "third-party security providers" between the workers and the

platform.

o Conditions of seniority and turnover were required to obtain this “protection” (Risks in termes
of equal treatment and non-discrimination)
o The platform continues to be exempt from paying any social contributions
è However, a cooperative "supports the aim of being a way of emancipating workers and is
based on democracy, which is the exact opposite of the project of the platforms“ (I. Daugareilh, ,
“le recours à un tiers employeur : une piste incohérente et dangeureuse”, RDT 2020. 19)

THE COOPERATIVE
AS AN ALTERNATIVE
MODEL

Cooperatives as an alternative
Morgan Lamart : "we don't have a leader and we are all
leaders!”. All the important decisions are taken collectively
(choice of clients, choice of recruiting or increasing staff, or
transforming profits into bonuses or investments :
• mutual insurance company made in consideration of
the
needs of the workers:, includes 4 "free" osteopathy sessions
per year, 100% coverage
• Luncheon vouchers : €9.45 per day worked, paid for at the
maximum level (60%)
• Average working time is 35 hours per week.
• Each delivery person has €100 per month to pay for the
maintenance of their personal bikes, the cargo bikes belong
to the cooperative

Les Coursiers Bordelais exists since November
2017, first as an association, then as a cooperative
in 2019. 5 to 6 people work there, 4 of whom
have the status of cooperators.

• Shift rotation : delivering for 4 to 5 weeks then dispatchers for
a week. “You can't send a delivery person to the dogs, because
the next week it's him who dispatches your activity, and
conversely you understand the dispatcher's constraints as delivery
man ”
• Minimum wage (€1200 euros) and 8 weeks paid holiday ,
replacement fixed-term contract possible

Cooperatives as an alternative
o Coopcyle has developed a licence
that allows study, modification,
copying and redistribution to all, but
reserves the commercial use of these
freedoms to those who are part of the
commons and have a goal other than
profit sharing (“Coopcyle: une licence
pour valoriser le travail des communs”,
blog, Médiapart, 26 oct. 2018)
o monitors the practices of
cooperatives and can withdraw the
licence (ex: recourse to bogus selfemployed, non democratic
management)

"CoopCycle is a federation of bicycle delivery cooperatives.
Democratically governed by the cooperatives, it is based on
solidarity between them and allows them to reduce their costs
through the mutualisation of services. It creates a collective
bargaining force to defend the rights of delivery workers”
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